BIG BLIND ANTE
STRUCTURE

♠ ♥ ♣ ♦
Thurs, June 26th, 2021 6 PM
$175 NLHE Bounty Survivor
15,000 CHIPS | 20 MIN LEVELS
15 Min breaks every four levels
 Registration open for the
first 6 levels
 Any eliminated player may reenter during the registration
period.
 Tournament will use TDA and
South Point Poker Room
rules.
 $25 Bounties on Every Player
 Buy-in for event is $525.
Ladies receive a 2/3rd
discount ($350) on their
entry. Top 5% of the Field
Chop the Prize Pool Evenly &
Keep their Own Bounty for
Surviving
 Management reserves the
right to modify the schedule
or structure at any time
without prior notice.
 For further details, please
contact a member of the
Poker Room staff.

Levels
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Small
Blind
100
100
200
300
400
600
800
1000
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
4000
6000
8000
10000
10000
15000
20000
25000
30000
40000
50000

Big
BB
Blind
Ante
200
200
200
400
400
600
600
800
800
1200
1200
1600
1600
2000
2000
2500
2500
3000
3000
4000
4000
5000
5000
6000
6000
8000
8000
12000 12000
16000 16000
20000 20000
25000 25000
30000 30000
40000 40000
50000 50000
60000 60000
80000 80000
100000 100000

Of the $175 Buy-In, $35 will be withheld for Entry Fee. $140 remaining, $25 Bounty and $115 will
form the prize pool.

1. This tournament will run June 26 at
6:00 PM.
2. Registration will open two (2) hour
prior to the start of the tournament
and close at the end of level 6 after
the tournament has begun (“entry fee
period”).
3. The entry fee is $525. $490 to the
prize pool. $11 house fee and $14 to
the staff and $10 to LIPS. There will
be a $500 discount for any Ladies
entering the event. The entry fee for
ladies is $175. $140 to the prize pool.
$11 house fee and $14 to the staff
and $10 to LIPS.
4. A $25 bounty will be paid to anyone
knocking a player out of the
tournament. $115 will be added to the
normal prize pool and be paid to the
top finishers in the tournament based
on the number of entries. The top 5%
of players remaining at the end of the
tournament will split the prize pool
evenly & Keep Their Own Bounty.
5. Players will begin with 15,000 in
tournament chips.
6. Blind levels will be 20 minutes in
length and feature a Big Blind Ante
structure. If the player posting the
Big Blind and Antes has less than the
full amount required for both the Big
Blind and the Ante, the player will
always post the antes first.
7. When three tables remain, tables will
be balanced within one player. With
four or more tables, tables will be
balanced within two players.
8. A player losing all of their chips may
re-enter the tournament for an
additional $525. They will receive
15,000 in tournament chips. Players
may re-enter until the end of level 4.
9. Players may surrender their stack at
the end of registration. All chips in
the player’s current stack will be
removed from play before they reenter as per rule 8.
10. If there is an alternate list, the
players on the alternate list will have

the first option to play in the
tournament before a player that
wants to re-enter during the entry fee
period. An alternate that has paid the
entry fee will receive the next open
seat. A player that is re-entering is
considered a new player and will go
to the bottom of the alternate list.
11. Players entering after the start of
the tournament acknowledges the
tournament has already started, time
has expired from the tournament
clock and that the blinds may have
been raised.
12. Prize Pool will be paid in casino
chips.
13. You must be at least 21 years of
age to participate.
14. Tournament Director Association
(“TDA”) rules will apply in all daily
tournaments at the South Point.
Copies of the TDA rules are available
upon request as well as any variations
specific to the South Point. If the TDA
rules do not address the issue, South
Point House rules will apply.
15. When making a decision in the
tournament the floor staff will
follow TDA rules whenever possible,
but will consider all circumstances
when making any decision. The
decisions of South Point Poker Room
management regarding all aspects of
this tournament are final and binding.
16. South Point Poker Room reserves
the right to revise, cancel, modify or
suspend this tournament at its sole
discretion and without prior notice.

